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1. Introduction

Historical thinking and reasoning have been considered an important component in history
teaching in many countries for some decades (e.g. Dawson, 1989; Lévesque and Clark, 2018;
Seixas, 2008; Trautwein et al., 2017; Van Drie and Van Boxtel, 2008). It emphasizes an
active building of historical knowledge and understanding in a constructivist manner, where
students need to be capable of establishing historical significance, use primary sources,
discern change and continuity, investigate cause and consequence, take historical
perspectives, and fathom the ethical dimension of historical interpretations (Seixas and
Morton, 2013). Historical thinking and reasoning is certainly not a prominent part of the
curriculum in all countries and many factors may influence whether it is present in the
classroom. This study aims to shed light on the relation between the beliefs of a group of
experienced history teachers and the extent and way in which they taught historical thinking
and reasoning. It is a part of a larger study where lessons of 27 history teachers in Icelandic
upper secondary schools (almost half of all Icelandic history teachers) have been analyzed to
gain an idea about the extent and they ways in which the teachers focused on historical
thinking and reasoning (Gestsdóttir et al., 2019). To this end an observation instrument was
developed, the Teach-HTR, that operationalizes the teaching of historical thinking and
reasoning (HTR) in observable teacher behaviour (Gestsdóttir et al., 2018). Although visible
in most lessons, the fostering of HTR was not very prevalent. In order to better understand the
difference between those who did and those who did not promote HTR, it is necessary to
know more about their beliefs. It is important to study the teaching of experienced history
teachers and bring out factors that shape their beliefs, not least since the large majority of
research is addressed to preservice or novice teachers outside the field of history education.
Bringing teacher beliefs into the picture should aid the development of successful
professionalization programmes. Little research exists in which teacher beliefs are related to
actual teaching practices observed in the classroom (instead of self-reported practices). Our
main research question is: Which beliefs about goals and strategies of teaching history might
This chapter is in press as: Gestsdóttir, S. M., Van Drie, J. & Van Boxtel, C. (2021). Teaching historical
thinking and reasoning: teacher beliefs. History Education Research Journal.
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play a role in teachers' inclinations towards teaching historical thinking and reasoning? We
conducted a mixed methods study where we supplemented an already existing empirical data,
i.e. lessons analysis based on observations, with interviews. Eight teachers were interviewed
on their beliefs and we related this to their instructional practices. Based upon theories about
the relevance of beliefs in the adoption of teaching such higher order skills we expect to find
differences in the beliefs of teachers who teach HTR and those who do it to a lesser extent.
We assume them to be related to beliefs about the nature of history, the goals of history
teaching and the way students learn history.

2. Theoretical framework

2.1 Teacher beliefs

Different types of beliefs are discussed in literature, both about the nature and construction of
knowledge in particular subjects and beliefs about the teaching of a particular subject (e.g.
Buehl and Alexander, 2005). It is generally acknowledged that teachers’ beliefs and
knowledge of their subject shape the nature of their teaching and teaching routines (Kagan,
1992; Voet and De Wever, 2016; Yilmaz, 2008). Some even claim that teacher beliefs can be
“the single most important construct in educational research” (Pajares, 1992: 329).
Particularly relevant for this study are teacher beliefs about why history should be taught and
how this should be done. In McCrum’s study, based on interviews with 11 history studentteachers, a distinction was drawn between modernist perspectives on history with an
“emphasis on an empiricist historical methodology of the objective inference of facts from
sources”, and postmodern perspectives where “the past is always mediated and it is not
possible for the actuality of the past to be re-presented in historical accounts.” (McCrum,
2013: 74). This is in line with the interpretative nature of history, which is very prevalent in
literature on historical thinking and reasoning.
Tuithof (2017) identified eight subject-related goals of Dutch history teachers. These are a)
cultural stock-in-trade, b) historical reasoning, c) an overview over time, d) take a different
perspective, e) entertainment, f) moral lessons, g) to explain current affairs and h) as a
preparation for academic or scientific thinking. However, historical thinking and reasoning
are often related to other goals and are not always considered an aim in themselves. First, the
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development of a student’s HTR contributes to a better understanding of the past (e.g., Van
Boxtel and Van Drie, 2013). Second, it is closely related to general skills, such as critical
thinking and literacy (e.g., Maggioni et al., 2004; Reisman, 2012; Wineburg, 1991). Third,
many authors connect HTR to citizenship (e.g., Barton and Levstik, 2004; Körber, 2015).
The teaching behaviour we focus on is based on the literature on HTR. With regard to how
history should be taught there are indications that the pedagogy advocated by those who wish
to nurture historical thinking and reasoning centres on inquiry-based learning (Grant, 2018;
Reisman, 2012; Wiley and Voss, 1996), working with sources (Reisman, 2012; Van
Nieuwenhuyse et al., 2017) and investigation of different perspectives and interpretations
(Chapman, 2011; Stradling, 2003). Explicit instruction (Nokes, 2007; Van Boxtel and Van
Drie, 2018) is also prominent. Either it can include the explanations of the teacher or it can be
embedded in meaningful tasks or inquiry, such as how to explain historical phenomena,
critically assess the reliability of historical sources and more. Inquiry-based tasks are usually
directed at answering authentic historical questions, assuming that the past can be interpreted
in various ways (Van Boxtel et al., in press). They can be combined with explicit instruction
on meaningful tasks (Reisman, 2012) to form a guided inquiry learning.
With experience, teachers gradually form their views of how the subject should be taught,
based on their beliefs about the nature of their subject and teaching in general. This is related
to what Shulman called pedagogical content knowledge (Shulman, 1986). Some authors
categorize teachers according to their teaching strategies. In Sweden, Nygren interviewed
seven experienced history teachers and subsequently described their strategies as “1)
multiperspectivity, where different points of view and interpretations of history are central; 2)
narrative history, where through both major and minor stories, a chronological structure and
animation of the subject of history are strived after; 3) social scientific history, which uses
history to explain contemporary society through making comparisons and seeking general
patterns; and 4) an eclectic strategy, which strives after varieties of an individualized teaching
of history by allowing students to make their way into history in diverse ways” (Nygren,
2009: 3). This classification may be a useful tool when looking at teacher beliefs and
practices. The first three categories certainly reflect well-known beliefs about the aims of
history or its nature, such as interpretational history, providing a chronological overview or
explaining the present; however, in the study in question, teaching strategies were related to
teacher knowledge rather than teacher beliefs.
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In this study, we make a distinction between teacher beliefs and teacher knowledge, focusing
on the former in the sense that Pajares’ extensive overview (1992) revealed: that beliefs “play
a critical role in defining behaviour and organizing knowledge and information” (p. 325).
Quite some work has been done on the beliefs of student or novice history teachers (e.g.
Aypay, 2011; Chan and Elliott, 2002; McCrum, 2013; VanSledright and Reddy, 2014; Virta,
2002). Less research has been done on experienced history teachers (Voet and De Wever,
2016; Tuithof, 2019; Yilmaz, 2008). There are indications that there is a gap/discrepancy
between their beliefs and their actions. Research suggests that different beliefs of the nature of
history as inclined towards either more factual or interpretative, shape teachers’ teaching
approaches. Some of these approaches are more related to the teaching of HTR, such as
guiding students in inquiry-based learning, working with sources and exploring different
perspectives and interpretations. The importance of explicit instruction on strategies has also
been underlined.

2.2 The difference between teacher beliefs and teacher behaviour

The connection between beliefs and behaviour has been established by studies such as the
study of Buehl and Alexander (2005), who alleged that “more sophisticated belief profiles”
were followed by “higher levels of motivation and task performance” (p. 697). Nevertheless,
many studies have shown how confusing teachers may find it to follow their orientation when
it comes to actual classroom practice. Wansink et al. (2016) described how student teachers
who wanted to teach interpretational history did in fact teach much more factual history than
they would have preferred. There was a clear conflict between their intentions and their
practice that may partly be put down to their inexperience, although many other factors come
into play, such as the requirements of the curriculum. Huijgen, Holthuis, Van Boxtel and Van
de Grift (2019) discovered that in the observed lessons of Dutch history teachers, teachers
emphasized historical contextualization to a much smaller extent than could have been
expected with regard to e.g. the national curriculum and concluded that teachers needed help
to enact their intentions. Voet and De Wever (2016) discovered a disconnect between the
ideas Belgian history teachers held about inquiry-based learning and their teaching practices.
Some of these could be related to contextual influences, such as availability of instructional
materials, curriculum demands, the teachers’perception of their students’ abilities or even
their own experiences as students. VanSledright and Limón (2006) reported on several studies
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in the United States that showed the same picture, whether restricted to novice teachers or not.
They mentioned the demands of broad curricula and simplistic assessments among the
elements that push teachers towards teaching methods that are not necessarily their most
preferred. In our previous study of history lessons in Iceland, teachers rarely demonstrated
behaviour that could be considered as indicators of the teaching of HTR (Gestsdóttir et al.,
2019). Nevertheless, they may hold beliefs in which HTR is important. It may be presumed
that the explanations other studies have found for the discrepancy between beliefs and
practices apply as well to Icelandic history teachers and the teaching of HTR. These may be a
curriculum that does not require the teaching of HTR, lack of experience (in the case of
novice teachers) and a deficiency of knowledge or skills concerning implementation.

2.3 Icelandic context

Teachers at the very decentralized upper secondary school level in Iceland enjoy considerable
autonomy in their work (c.f. Ingvarsdóttir, 2018). The current national curriculum guide does
not specify any goals for history teaching apart from the ones that apply to all subjects at all
school levels: they should be based on six fundamental pillars of education, i.e. literacy,
sustainability, democracy and human rights, equality, health and welfare, and creativity. Each
school is responsible for including these pillars in their courses. The courses are placed on
four different qualification levels where key competences are defined. The content of courses
and the number of credit units in history students should complete is left to the discretion of
each school, as there are no centralized exams or other form of external control (The Icelandic
National Curriculum Guide, 2014). During initial teacher education there is little opportunity
to focus on domain specific training, since prospective history teachers belong to a larger
group of students from various social subjects and pedagogy has to be taught in a generic
way. Finally, it is worth mentioning that the choice of teaching materials is very restricted.
For the basic courses that most schools offer there are two sets of textbooks available, both
published in the early 2000s; beyond that, the choice is extremely limited. Teachers are
expected to provide much of their materials themselves. The purpose of teaching history in
schools is not discussed and to date, not much is known about actual teaching practices in
history at the upper secondary level. The first comprehensive study of upper secondary
schools in Iceland indicates that approximately half of all lessons in general are based on
lectures, videos etc., i.e. teacher-centred, although they may be interactive to a certain degree.
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This also applies to lessons in history, philosophy and ethics, all of which were grouped
together in the study (Sigurgeirsson et al., 2018).

3. Aims and method

3.1 Aim of the study

We use mixed methods where the data from interviews is combined with the results of
observation data, gathered in a previous study, to examine the relationship between history
teachers’ views of their subject and how they approach it in the classroom and their teaching
of HTR in the classroom.
The research question is: Which beliefs about goals and strategies of teaching history play a
role in teachers’ inclinations towards teaching historical thinking and reasoning? We expect
that teachers are more inclined towards teaching HTR if the following applies to them: a) they
hold nuanced beliefs about the nature of history, b) they emphasize critical or academic
thinking in their goals when teaching history and c) their beliefs about effective pedagogy
lead them to the conclusion that students learn best through guided inquiry.

3.2 Participants

Eight teachers participated in the present study. They come from a larger group of history
teachers (N = 27) who participated in a previous study. The teachers come from seven schools
of whom four were visited in a larger study on upper secondary school practices in Iceland
where several schools were randomly sampled from stratified groups6 and the remaining three
schools belong to the professional network of the first author. We used purposive sampling
(Palys, 2008), based on the analysis of videotaped lessons with Teach-HTR, to include a

Upper secondary school practices in Iceland. The research project received a grant from the University of
Iceland Research Fund 2013–2015 and from the NordForsk-funded Nordic Centre of Excellence: Justice through
education in the Nordic countries 2013–2018. Nine upper secondary schools in Iceland were randomly sampled
from stratified groups of a population of 31 schools. Subcategories were made of academic, comprehensive and
vocational schools, small and large schools, established and newly founded schools, and with regard to
geographical location.
6
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variety of teaching practices with regard to historical thinking and reasoning. Teachers were
not informed about the exact focus of the study, beyond the studying of history teaching, and
no attention was given to the content of the lessons. Details about education, age, experience
and professional development are provided in Table 1.
Two lessons of each teacher, chosen in cooperation with them, were videotaped, four of them
with the same group of students twice and two were observed on the same day. All
participants indicated afterwards that these lessons were fairly typical of their teaching. Both
teachers and students gave their written consent to the use of the videos for research purposes.
The observation instrument consisted of seven categories and for each category there were
several behavioural indicators. The categories are: communicating objectives related to HTR,
demonstrating HTR, the use of sources to support HTR, presenting multiple perspectives and
interpretations, explicit instruction on HTR strategies, engaging students in individual or
group tasks that require HTR, and engaging students in a whole-class discussion that asks for
HTR (for more information about the instrument see Gestsdóttir et al., 2018).
We took a global rating approach - making summative judgments about the degree to which a
teacher demonstrated the teaching of historical thinking and reasoning in a particular lesson.
Therefore, the unit of analysis was a complete lesson. The observation instrument Teach-HTR
was used in a previous research to analyze the lessons and to assign scores on a Likert scale of
1-4 to each category, using more concrete indicators that could be checked as observed or not
observed.
When it comes to the observed lessons of the eight participants in the current study it is
possible to distinguish between three groups (pseudonyms were assigned). The differentiation
is based on if and how the teachers engaged students in HTR, either through individual or
group assignments that asked for such activities, or through whole class discussions that
required the same (Table 1; Gestsdóttir et al., 2019). The first two, Asger and Erik, did this
actively; Dag, Gunnar and Thor did so to a moderate extent and Nanna, Ragnar and Saga did
not actively engage students in HTR (see Appendix 2 for a detailed analysis).
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Table 1
Participants
Teacher Education
Asger

BA hist.

Gender Age Teaching
experience
M
30
4

Participation in
PD*
Regularly

Erik

BA pol. sc.

M

51

24

Regularly

Dag

BA hist. and pol. sc.

M

32

5

Regularly

Gunnar

MA hist.

M

54

8

Regularly

Thor

MA hist.

M

41

3

Never

Nanna

F

57

12

Never

Ragnar

MA hist. and
archaeology
BA hist.

M

55

20

Occasionally

Saga

BA hist.

F

35

8

Occasionally

*Professional Development

3.3 Data and instruments

Semi-structured interviews (Leech, 2002) were conducted in October 2015 by the first author.
A video of one lesson was sent to the teachers in advance, as well as the Teach-HTR analysis
of that lesson which also included a short summary of the lesson. The purpose was to provide
the opportunity to discuss particular fragments of the lesson. The participants received a brief
questionnaire that asked about their reasons for becoming a teacher and about their
participation in formal and informal professional development during the last five years.
The interviews lasted 40 – 53 minutes, on average 45 minutes. All interviews took place at the
respective schools, except one via Skype. The questions focused on the teachers’ view of
history teaching in general (e.g. “Why teach history?”), their personal goals for history
teaching (e.g. “What do you aim at in your teaching?”), how they planned their teaching
activities (e.g. “Do you plan your teaching activities for each lesson or for longer units?”) and
if they thought students struggled with some particular elements of learning history.
Furthermore, teachers’ professional identity was investigated by asking what had shaped their
beliefs on history teaching, if they felt those beliefs had changed since they started their
teaching career, and if they thought history teaching required some special approaches.
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The analyses of the lessons by the observation instrument Teach-HTR were discussed in
detail, as well as a couple of videotaped examples selected by the interviewer to sharpen some
questions (e.g. “What is your aim when you address this group like that rather than providing
them with the answer?”; “What is your aim with using this particular photograph?”).

3.4 Data analysis

The aim of the data analysis was to gain an insight into teachers’ beliefs about history, their
goals and how they approach such in the classroom. The interviews were transcribed and
analyzed by the first author. A coding scheme was developed, based on both deductive and
inductive coding strategies (Miles and Huberman, 1994). The coding scheme was discussed
among all three authors. From the outset, the focus was clear and the answers to several
questions were to reflect a) the participant’s goals with teaching history (why teach history?
See Table 2) and b) their ideas about the teaching of history (how to teach history). The
transcripts were divided into segments representing answers to these main questions.
Categorization was developed from the literature, but also emerged during the analysis of the
interviews and in close cooperation with all three authors. The categorizing of goals was
based on Tuithof’s work (2017): cultural stock-in-trade, historical reasoning, overview over
time, different perspective, entertainment, moral lesson, to explain current affairs and
preparation for academic or scientific thinking. We added the category general skills to cover
goals such as training students in group work or note-taking, and combined historical skills,
such as working with sources, with the category historical reasoning. Teachers’ ideas about
the teaching of history were grouped in nine, using a bottom up approach according to what
they discussed in the interviews: project work with uncertain outcome, lectures, combination
of lectures and students’ tasks, working with sources, tasks that require recall, whole class
discussion, visual material, on-site learning and having visitors to class. Furthermore, using
this categorization and the interview data, the classification of Nygren was used to
characterize teachers’ ideas: the categories were multiperspectivity, narrative history, social
scientific history and an eclectic strategy (Nygren, 2009).
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4. Results

In this section we first discuss teachers’ beliefs about history and their goals, and second how
they approach such in the classroom. Outcomes of the interviews are related to the
observation data.

4.1 Teachers’ beliefs about history and their goals

The results of the analysis of the participants’ lessons are appended to this paper (Appendix
2). Table 2 presents the goals of the teachers that emerged in the interviews. When asked
about the raison d'être of history as a school subject, seven out of eight teachers mentioned
being able to explain current affairs. They talked about skills, as history gives students a firm
basis to stand on in society as critical thinkers, it also gives them the necessary tools to form a
grounded opinion on controversial issues and possibly even realize that the causes or
explanations for current situations are not always the expected ones.
Asger and Erik, who were considered to teach HTR to a large extent, explicitly verbalized
goals related to the teaching of HTR (historical reasoning and skills and different
perspectives). Asger stressed the importance of understanding change and continuity. He
struck a moral note when he expressed his opinion that students needed to understand how
comfortable their life is, compared with the life of previous generations or their
contemporaries in other countries. He put history in a key position in the school system when
saying it was crucial “to understand why everything is as it is.” Asger said students needed to
learn procedures, e.g. to read academic texts as a preparation for further studies and added
that “content is the least important factor.” Erik wanted students to be able to deal critically
with information, to make comparisons and understand the influence of the past, rather than
adopting concrete items of historical knowledge. He said he was finally able to put a finger on
his aims as a history teacher when reading Barton and Levstik’s book, Teaching History for
the Common Good. He did not hesitate to reduce the reading materials or topics in favour of
digging deeper and emphasizing what really is of value to people living in a democratic
society. During the observed lessons given by Erik, his students were working in groups on
projects and Erik’s interaction with them consisted mainly of urging them to be critical
thinkers. One of the groups wanted to base their project on the research question “What are
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the goals of these three terrorist organisations?” Erik asked them not to use the concept
“terrorism” unless it had been justified by their investigation and put several questions about
the term to the group. Both Asger and Erik mentioned several items that figure in the
observation instrument Teach-HTR, such as asking historical questions and problematizing,
discerning aspects of change and continuity, comparing historical phenomena and periods and
using information from sources as evidence in an interpretation.
Dag, Gunnar and Thor were considered to promote HTR to a moderate extent, as can be seen
in Table 2. Dag did not mention any HTR goals when interviewed, but in the lessons observed
his students were working on tasks where they needed to include the different perspectives of
historical actors during World War II. Thor contemplated that history might be useful to teach
critical reading of sources, but added that it was a skill difficult to teach. In one of his lessons
observed he engaged students in a written task that demanded some historical thinking.
Gunnar discussed the vital role history plays in the very being of the Icelandic nation and the
existence of the Icelandic language, thereby being the only teacher alluding to nationalistic
views. He added that people could not be critically thinking and enlightened without historical
knowledge. Gunnar referred to general skills when he said that students needed to practise
their note-taking more than discussions or group work, which he felt they were quite good at
already. However, he engaged his students in whole class discussions where they had to
define concepts and compare them. These three teachers mentioned only a couple of items
that are included in the instrument Teach-HTR, mainly regarding the use of historical sources
to support HTR and assigning historical significance to persons, events or developments.
Nanna, Ragnar and Saga are the three teachers who hardly promoted HTR at all, despite
Nanna’s remark about the importance of seeing things from the perspective of people in the
past. They wanted students primarily to gain historical knowledge and their lessons confirmed
their emphasis on transmitting it through lectures that in the case of Nanna and Ragnar did not
require any student participation. Nanna constantly felt the pressure of telling the students as
much as possible: “There’s a lot of interesting stuff I haven’t told you yet – what time is it?
Let’s do two more slides before we finish today.” She claimed it was not possible to provide
students with proper cultural and historical literacy by picking out pieces of history that fitted
the present: “We need to teach everything as it was and doing so includes Christianity.” In
fact, Nanna was the only one who mentioned theology and religious history by referring to the
need for familiarity with both when studying art history. Ragnar underlined the practical
purpose of learning history: knowing one’s society, understanding democracy and human
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rights and being familiar with the development of both through time. Saga claimed that
history should be taught in schools mainly because it is interesting and a good way to kindle
students’ interest in studying and acquiring knowledge: “There’s something wrong with you if
you cannot find something of interest in history, right?” Ragnar’s ideas about the
development of democracy and human rights are the only instance where items of the
instrument Teach-HTR are referred to (discerning aspects of change and continuity), besides
Nanna making clear that contemporary standards should be avoided when looking at the
actions of people in the past. All three advocated the goal of historical knowledge (in Table 2
referred to as overview over time) and both Nanna and Saga mentioned the aim of preparing
their students for academic or scientific thinking.

Table 2
Goals of history teaching according to the interviews with the teachers
Teachers

Cultural
stock-in
trade

HR and skills
(e.g. change
and
continuity,
source work)

Overview
over time

Different
persp.

Entertainment

Moral
lessons

To
explain
current
affairs

Preparation for
academic or
scientif.
thinking

General
skills

X
X

X
X

X

X

Promoting HTR
to a large ext.
Asger
Erik

X
X

Promoting HTR
to a moderate
ext.
Dag
Gunnar
Thor

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

Promoting HTR
to a little ext.
Nanna
Ragnar
Saga

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X

Nanna is a clear example of a teacher whose teaching of HTR mainly consisted of items that
in the observation instrument Teach-HTR belong to the category “The teacher herself/himself
demonstrates historical thinking or reasoning activities without explaining explicitly what
she/he is doing or giving instructions on how to do it.” Nanna’s goals with history teaching
are to provide her students with a cultural stock-in-trade and increase their cultural literacy by
transferring historical knowledge to them in an entertaining fashion. By this, she intends to
prepare them for academic or scientific training later on. Nanna was the only one of the eight
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teachers who did not share the goal of teaching history to explain current affairs. On the
contrary, she linked it with becoming familiar not only with the historical past, but also with
art and religion. Her view of history becomes clear from her statement: “We need to teach
everything as it was and doing so includes Christianity.” She promotes empathy when she
warns her students against presentism and urges them to look at historical events and
situations from the point of view of those who experienced it firsthand. When interviewed,
Nanna discussed her worries about the decrease of obligatory history courses at her school
and an increasing tendency to pick out fragments of history to teach. She described how she
strived to keep up with new knowledge in the field to be able to bring it to her students and
the very positive feedback she gets from them. Nanna has a very warm and caring relationship
with her students and it is for their benefit that she puts an enormous amount of work into
preparing the material she presents to them. She feels like a successful teacher whose
profession brings her a lot of joy and fulfilment.

4.2 Teaching approaches and beliefs of how to teach history

The difference between the three groups of teachers becomes more salient when their beliefs
about how to teach history are investigated. The lessons of those that promoted HTR the most,
Asger and Erik, are clearly more student-centred than those of the others. They engaged
students in tasks that were open-ended, i.e. students were working with sources to build up
their own historical knowledge and skills. Erik described how he in fact struggled with this
approach: “[Keeping a diary helped me discover] that I was taking too much control, we did
everything on my terms so I tried to back out of it a bit and you just have to control yourself
because the teacher who wants to have complete control is always there within me and he
appears sometimes and I have to make sure to suppress him …” The teachers demonstrated
HTR when they were moving between groups of students, e.g. asking historical questions or
problematizing. Asger and Erik can be said to use eclectic instructional strategies, according
to Nygren’s categorization, i.e. giving the students the opportunity to approach history in
various ways (Nygren, 2009).
Erik was particularly clear about his beliefs. When interviewed, he explicitly rejected the idea
of striving to cover a vast amount of historical knowledge and claimed that it was much more
beneficial for the students to dig deeper into certain topics. This would provide them with the
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necessary skills to participate in a democratic society, i.e. the skills required by the National
curriculum guide. He referred to his own upbringing in a relatively socially deprived
neighbourhood and how he felt that school had missed the opportunity to respond to it. Erik
said history teaching needed to be open, to dare to present students with open-ended tasks and
lean more towards constructivism. Similarly, Asger described how he was willing to discard
previous organization of a course if he felt that the group of students could be pushed towards
more creative assignments. His own memories from school very much focused on the (rare)
occasions when the class had “done something different.”
Dag, Gunnar and Thor promoted HTR to a moderate extent. Dags’ lessons were similar to
Asgers’ and Eriks’ in that his students worked mainly on HTR assignments, but his beliefs
had much more in common with the beliefs of those who promoted HTR to a lesser extent. It
is therefore difficult to place him according to Nygren’s categorization. Gunnar engaged
students less in HTR tasks than Asger and Erik but even so, his lessons were more studentcentred than not and he took care that his own direct contribution never exceeded a quarter of
the lessons. He frequently drew comparisons between the 18th and 19th centuries and the
present; in particular he strived to take examples from the upcoming elections for Scottish
independence to explain the nationalism of previous centuries. His instructional strategies
may be placed within social scientific history, i.e. making use of history to promote an
understanding of the present (Nygren, 2009). Thor explicitly mentioned a specific historical
skill he wanted to promote, i.e. referring to sources to support an argument and making a
correct list of references (the latter being more a general skill than an HTR skill). However,
his instructional strategies were mainly teacher-centred, only engaging students in a task that
asked for HTR up to a point, and can be classified as narrative history (Nygren, 2009). Thor’ s
and Dag’ s beliefs were not very pronounced, they wanted to create a good atmosphere in
their lessons and claimed to be content if their students gained some historical knowledge and
skills along the way. Gunnar was absolutely firm about the important role of historical
knowledge: “In a society where the citizens are expected to contribute to political discourse
… where they are expected to be critical as well as enlightened, they cannot take a stand on
current controversial issues without some historical knowledge.” When discussing whether
teaching history required some special approaches, all three answered in rather unspecified
terms that could in fact apply to teaching in general. They did not seem convinced that it was
so (“not sure”, “not necessarily”) and consequently steered the conversation more towards
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what had worked well for them as teachers in general. They tended rather to look at how
history could serve other aims.
Narrative history would apply to the instructional strategies of Nanna, Ragnar and Saga who
stayed mainly within category 2 (demonstration of HTR). In contrast to Asger and Erik, this
took place ex cathedra, when they were giving lectures. Their lessons were teacher-centred,
especially those of Nanna and Ragnar, who did not require any participation of their students
when they lectured (even though they welcomed it when it happened.) They regarded placing
an emphasis on visual material, such as photos and documentaries, as a necessary element of a
good lecture and tended to engage students mainly in tasks with a fixed outcome.
Nanna claimed that it was necessary to make history exciting and the best way to spark
students’ interest was to visualise it and weave a number of images, documentaries and
movies into a good teacher lecture.
All of the teachers were perceptive of students’ needs and had opinions on how to meet them.
Their ideas did not bear out a clear difference concerning their promotion of HTR as is shown
by the variety of their thoughts on if history students struggled with something in particular.
Asger, Gunnar and Nanna mentioned the problem of understanding concepts, for example
monarchy, independence, monopoly and democracy. Two of them blamed this partly on
students’ poor reading comprehension skills and limited vocabulary. Thor said students
struggled with remembering dates and that he did not expect them to learn any. Erik was the
only one who mentioned any difficulties for students that related to HTR when he described
how challenging it is for students to understand continuity and change over time, especially if
mainly demonstrated by using diagrams etc. He preferred “luring” students towards
investigating, e.g. social history, by using personal examples. Dag and Saga complained about
superficiality, either of courses that are supposed to cover vast amounts of time and topics or
of students’ work.
When asked if they felt their teaching had changed since they started teaching, the response
was quite varied. This is not surprising, given the fact that the range of teaching experience
was three to 24 years (on average 10.6 years). The replies show how teachers become
professionals by becoming more confident in their daily practices, but the responses do not
shed light on the development of history teachers per se. The comments of five of the teachers
(Erik, Dag, Gunnar, Ragnar and Thor) implied that their teaching had become more studentcentred. Ragnar said: “I think I can safely say that I have changed and when I began teaching
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it was much more direct teaching, me preaching more or less all the time. Maybe the students
did e.g. one presentation and then it was back to my preaching, using marathon slideshows.
This has diminished considerably.” When asked why, he referred to this approach being
considered old fashioned, as well as the student group having changed and being less
receptive to lecturing. However, he and Thor still considered favouring a teacher-centred
approach. The opposite applied to Asger, who did not really feel he had changed as a teacher
during his four years in the classroom. From the beginning of his career, Asger had practised
the democratic approach of giving his students a choice of topics at the start of term.
Therefore, he never fully knew in advance what topics he would be teaching and was ready to
reconsider all his plans if the group of students was thus inclined and he felt he could push
them further.

5. Conclusion and discussion

This study provided an insight into how beliefs about goals and strategies of history teaching
may play a role in teachers’ inclinations towards teaching historical thinking and reasoning.
Teacher beliefs are implicit to a certain degree. Here, single interviews were used to elicit
these beliefs. Other ways are possible, e.g. reflections based on a combination of interviews
and e.g. a storyline instrument for self-expression of teachers (c.f. Wansink, 2016). When the
analysis of lessons with the observation instrument Teach-HTR is compared with the
interviews with the eight participants, clear patterns emerge. As we divided the teachers into
three groups according to the emphasis they put on teaching HTR (actively engaging students
in HTR to a large, moderate or a very little extent), several strands appeared.
We expected that teachers were more inclined towards teaching HTR if their beliefs about the
nature of history were more nuanced. The teaching approaches of Asger and Erik, the two
teachers who were considered to promote HTR to a large extent, were based on a belief in the
interpretational nature of history. Moreover, they were the only ones who discussed the moral
lessons that history could provide, as well as historical reasoning and skills. The latter they
shared with Gunnar and Thor, two of those who promoted HTR to a moderate degree. In other
words, they accentuated different elements from the other teachers. Furthermore, we expected
teachers to be more inclined towards teaching HTR if their teaching goals emphasized critical
or academic teaching. The beliefs and goals of the teachers promoting HTR to a moderate or
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very little extent, Nanna, Ragnar and Saga, were different from those of the others. Their
goals hinged on giving an overview over time, i.e. historical knowledge, and providing
students with a cultural stock-in-trade. Although Nanna and Saga saw the studying of history
as a preparation for academic or scientific thinking (a factor also mentioned by Asger), they
did not emphasize critical thinking, such as a critical use of sources, to the same degree as
those who taught more HTR. We also expected that teachers were more inclined towards
teaching HTR if their beliefs about effective pedagogy lead them to the conclusion that
students learn best through guided inquiry. Here we observed a salient difference between the
three groups of teachers. Those who promoted HTR less were inclined to lecture, which is in
fact where they mainly demonstrated HTR in the lessons observed, or to combine lectures
with students’ tasks. The tasks, though varied, mainly asked for recall. This group of teachers
shared the modernist perspective of history (McCrum, 2013). On the other hand, Asger and
Erik favoured project work with an uncertain outcome and working with sources. They gave
their students considerable freedom on how to approach their tasks and pushed them towards
finding their own results. Dag was the third teacher to whom this also applied, whereas all the
other teachers mentioned lecturing or a combination of lectures and students’ tasks. In
general, the teaching of the first four teachers, Asger, Erik, Dag and Gunnar, was more
student-centred and inquiry-based than the teaching of the others. They seem to share the
postmodern perspective of history as described by McCrum (2013). Participation in
professional development may possibly be added to these common features as all four did it
on a regular basis, in contrast to the others who participated only occasionally or not at all.
Another study points towards a connection between profound reflection on history teaching
and the teaching of historical thinking (Voet and De Wever, 2016). However, more research is
needed to see if links can be established between regular PD and the teaching of HTR. It is
worth mentioning that student- or teacher-oriented approaches have no bearing on teachers’
disposition towards their students; other elements of teacher beliefs beyond the scope of this
study come into play concerning general interaction with students.
However, there was no pronounced difference between the three groups of teachers when
asked if history teaching required some special approaches. The comment of one teacher that
“it varied from one group to another” shows the commendable ability of an experienced
teacher to adapt their teaching to different students, but reveals that history teaching per se
may not have been given much thought. None of the teachers delved deep into the
construction of historical knowledge and they mostly discussed teaching strategies and other
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pedagogical issues in very general terms, with the notable exception of Erik, who was
working towards a degree in educational studies at the time. In other words, they lack the
necessary language that would enable them to participate in the history educator’s community
of practice (Van Boxtel and Van Drie, 2017). “Their responses clearly indicated that they did
not perceive the relevancy of intellectual and conceptual foundations of history as a discipline
for their profession and professional development” is one of Yilmaz’ inferences after
interviewing 12 US history teachers (Yilmaz, 2008: 167). This applies to the Icelandic
teachers as well. Voet and De Wever reach similar conclusions when describing different
teacher beliefs; only three out of 22 participants in their interview study “talked about
familiarizing students with the constructed nature of history” (Voet and De Wever, 2016: 61)
and there were indications that those who give a lot of thought to history as a subject tend to
lean more towards historical reasoning skills (Voet and De Wever, 2016). This finding is
supported by the Icelandic sample.
The teaching of historical thinking and reasoning in Icelandic upper secondary schools is
weak. Analysis of the large sample of 54 history lessons showed the mean scores ranging
from 1.11 – 2.76 out of four for the seven categories of the observation instrument TeachHTR (Gestsdóttir et al., 2019). The interviews with the eight teachers in the present study
support this result. It seems apparent that the conditions of Icelandic history teachers are not
very helpful when it comes to the kind of metacognition required of skilful teachers of HTR.
Neither their initial nor in-service training makes any such requirements of them, initial
training being very generic and the in-service training offered to history teachers is mainly
topical rather than pedagogical. The National curriculum guide and available teaching
materials neither offer an incentive nor help to those who might want to develop their
professional expertise. The autonomy and lack of external control, while entailing unusual
freedom, also deprives teachers of any constructive support.
Certain limitations of the study must be acknowledged. Our approach consisted of selecting
teachers who differed in the degree to which they taught HTR according to the observation
instrument Teach-HTR. We then sought patterns in beliefs across teachers. Another and more
hermeneutic approach would have been to analyze each teacher in depth, combining results
from the interview and the observations, taking more into account the specific context and
dynamics in the classroom. A more qualitative interpretative analysis might have cast a light
on how teacher beliefs are interconnected to the planning of lessons and even student
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learning. A different structure of the interviews and the preceding questionnaire could have
served this purpose.
In fact, limited attention is paid to student behaviour in the observation instrument, only
through the categories focusing on engaging students in HTR through assignments and wholeclass discussion. We see our attention to teacher behaviour as a strength of the instrument
used. Future research might illuminate the links between teacher beliefs, teacher behaviour
and student learning.
This study has several implications for teacher education programs and professional
development. It takes a closer look than has been available until now at the relationship
between the teaching of historical thinking and reasoning and the beliefs of experienced
teachers. It seems apparent that certain beliefs relate more than others to teaching historical
thinking and reasoning. Despite focusing on a certain way of teaching HTR, the observation
instrument Teach-HTR has space for different kinds of teaching practices. It also incorporates
more teacher-centred ways of instruction, such as giving historical overview and knowledge
through lecturing. It might be of use in a professional development program where HTR
theories on the understanding and application of historical knowledge are used to push
students towards higher order thinking skills. It could also be used in initial teacher training to
assist student teachers who wish to pay attention to their beliefs regarding the teaching of
HTR in order to organize their teaching in accordance with their intentions.
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